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WELCOME!!
I’m so excited you are exploring quilting! Whether you are a new to your machine kind of quilter
or one who is revisiting it after many years of being busy with work or family - I welcome you and
we are all quilters here!!
The idea of this Quick Start Guide comes from many questions being asked and there no real
resource for finding the answers! You’ll be supplied with printables to use for making goals,
tracking projects, and more! I hope you find this useful on your quilting journey.
To meet others along this path of quilting, I’d like to invite you to join my online quilt group www.iaquilters.com where we help you become best friends with your sewing machine. We are a
community of quilters who sew together!

While there are more than enough notions and supplies
that we think we need to get started in quilting, there
are really only a handful that are actually ‘needed’ for
quilting.

BASIC SUPPLY LIST
SEWING MACHINE

This list of course could include more of my favorites,
but I’ve made it so basic that you really don’t need
much to get started.

ROTARY CUTTER

There is no need to purchase the latest and greatest
rotary cutter, iron, or even sewing machine!

QUILT RULER

Don’t get hung up on that!

THREAD
COTTON FABRIC
SEAM RIPPER
PINS

Our goal is to get you to the machine.
Use the list to make sure you have what you need to
get started. It can be that simple!
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CUTTING MAT
IRON
SCISSORS

Let’s begin this journey or Quilting for Beginners
Top three things to make sure you follow:

1- Start with a small project. Pillow, wall hanging maybe even a table runner or baby quilt. Don’t
go all in on a king size quilt. You’ll burn out and by the time you are finished and look back at where
you started …yes you’ll totally notice the progress you’ve made. But you will not like what you began
with and want to redo everything. So, let’s not play ring around the rosie. Start with something
small and something you can finish and be proud of when you accomplish it.

2- Start with a simple design. Go for larger blocks, pieces or designs. Ones with lots of points,
flying geese…these are not for you! Yes, they are beautiful. No, you shouldn’t begin with them.
Those are projects that you can do down the road. Look for patterns with straight lines. Those are
the best to start with.

3- Practice with crappy fabric. Well, not fabric that will fall apart when you stitch it, but fabric that
you aren’t spending a lot of money on. This will allow you to get the hang of sewing, maybe set the
tension of the machine if you’ve never sewn before or whatever. You don’t want to jump right in
with the good fabric. Now, don’t go finishing the whole project with the yucky fabric. Just do a few
blocks or squares to get an idea of seam allowances and cutting and sewing. After you get the
hang of it, jump on in with your fabric and get stitching.

Extra resources:
Sewing machine buyers guide.
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Proper Materials make a huge difference:
To begin your quilting journey you will need to spend just a little bit of money. BUT doing so will
make a huge difference in your sewing zen. Here are a few things that you will want to make sure
you have on hand. I’ve even added a few extras, but they are not required.

Rotary Cutter The blades are very sharp and cut fabric quickly and accurately. The blade rolls, just
like a pizza cutter. There are many different sizes. I use the small-sized cutter most. It whips around
curves like nobodies business, and is easy for me to grip. There are a few different kind of handles
and blade sizes. Before purchasing one, I would suggestion giving them a try.
A Self-healing Cutting Mat allows you to use the rotary cutter for cutting fabric. Mats come in
many different sizes, but an 18 x 24 mat is a good size to start with. Need to clean the mat you
have? Here is a quick how-to to help you out.
Scissors sharp sewing scissors are a must. Trying to cut with something that is less than sharp can
only make your experience frustrating. Another thing to look for is the point of the scissor. When
you are snipping corners or curves having this part of the scissor sharp, and pointy will be necessary.
Pins the flower head pins are my favorite. They lay flat against the fabric and are kind of a heavier
pin so they hold their place. Remove them prior to stitching the spot though to avoid breaking your
needle.
Rulers - My favorite size is the 6 X 12, but I find that I use other shapes and sizes almost as much.
Depending on the project that is being worked on, the ruler might change. I suggest trying out a
few of your friends to find out which one is your favorite.
Thread we’ve hit this topic before too. This is the one thing that is holding all your fabric together.
Don’t skimp here. Use a few different brands until you find your favorite.
Wonder Clips these are right now my favorite thing! They are great for holding your binding on.
They won’t stick you.

Optional, but they will be nice to have on hand:
Wonder Clips these are right now my favorite thing! They are great for holding your binding on.
They won”t stick you.
Seam Ripper I have had many, and have used them all. There is one in my travel kit, one in my
sewing machine drawer, and one on the cutting table. I call them my best friend because it helps
me fix what is wrong and really knows best!
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Here are a few terms that you should know:
Quilt top: this is the large piece of fabric that you will have after you have you have pieced all
those little parts together. You have a center of the quilt, maybe a border or two and some sashing
in between the blocks.

Batting: this is the fiber that goes in between the quilt top and the backing fabric.

Backing: the fabric that you have for the backside of the quilt. It can be pieced or one large piece
of fabric.

Binding: this is the trim that goes around the quilt when it’s all finished. It protects the outside edges
and can become part of the overall design.

If you are looking for more terms, check this out as well. Quilting Terms.
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Let’s Get started on the process of QuiltingPreparation >
First thing you really need to get control over is your seam allowance. Learn how to check your
seams and keep it consistent. Starting off with this correct will make everything you sew fit right,
look right and overall everything will be perfect, if this is right. It’s a super important step. Don’t skip
it.
Keep your supplies together. Make sure you label your parts- binding, backing or whatever so you
make sure you don’t use what you need for one project in another one. If you’d like, you can put all
the parts to your quilt in a bag or container and fill out the Quilt Kit printable.
Fabric quality is right up there with one of the most important. I have made projects using totally
not awesome fabric and things don’t work out. It fades. It is thin. It doesn’t wash nice. It is worn
out wayyyy before I would like it to.

Sewing >
Now that you have all your supplies. Here is the fun part. This is where you piece all of your parts
together and you watch that seam allowance and you get putting back together everything and
reveal a beautiful quilt top that you and others will love.
Make sure you that start of with a good pinning habit. Keeping your parts in place while sewing or
in the waiting pile is important. There is nothing fun about unpicking. Use a pin to keep it in the
correct place so you don’t build a relationship with your seam ripper.
Follow the instructions. Don’t skip parts just because you think you know it. Really read it and make
sure you understand it. If you don’t reach out to someone or a community (here is our online quilt
guild!) and ask. There is no shame in this and really it will make you so much happier!

Quilting >
Phew….all the sewing and patchwork is done! You have watched those seams, used those pins and
now you are ready to finish. You will need to put together a quilt sandwich. That is where you will
layer you quilt backing, batting and your quilt top on the top. All right sides will be facing out.
You can use a fusible spray or pin baste to keep your parts together. Double check on the backing
while pinning so you don’t find it bunched up after spending a long time putting your layers
together. Nothing fun about that!
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QUICK START GUIDE
GOALS
Use this page and put together what your purpose is for quilting. Not that need one, but putting your
ideas and thoughts down can help you keep on track. Is there a new or interested technique that
you’ve wanted to try out. Is there a specific pattern that you want to sew.
It could be that your goal is to simply sew for 5 minutes a day! Keep things simple so it doesn’t
overwhelm you.
Make lists of what supplies you’ll need, making note of what you have on hand that will work for
accomplishing your goal. You may be surprised with what is sitting on your shelves already!
You can take it a little further by putting a timeline down and giving yourself a finish or complete date.

QUILT KIT & PROJECT PLANNER
Print and use this page to get your projects organized. Find those supplies, get your materials
gathered and checked off. Keeping those supplies you need for the individual project will help you
move your projects forward.
You won’t get lost and confused, wondering if you have everything or not. You’ll know exactly what
you need and what the next step is with the project planner.
Using these pages together, you’ll be able to build your own project kits and keep everything together.
You won’t be tempted to use that fabric for another project, or misplace that binding on the shelf.
You’ll have everything in one place and you’ll have it all laid out. The planner allows you to review the
pattern that you’re making, noting the steps, any special supplies and techniques included.
You’ll be able to quickly pick up that project and get it moving forward without confusion.
You’ll love how these pages work together and what your project pile will look like after using these.
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QUILTING GOAL
START DATE:
GOAL

STEP BY STEP

SUPPLIES I NEED

RESOURCES / NOTES / IDEAS
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QUILT KIT
Name of Quilt
Name of Pattern
Date

SUPPLY CHECKLIST

Special Supplies Needed

Background
Border
Sashing
Quilt Blocks
Backing
Binding

NOTES
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PROJECT PLANNER
PROJECT:
DESCRIPTION

TIMELINE:
STEP BY STEP

SCHEDULE

RESOURCES

SUPPLIES

NOTES
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QUILT A LITTLE EVERY DAY
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Churn Dash

Charity Quilt Block
BLOCK SIZE 12 I CHES (12.5 I CHES
D

E
B
D

C
B

E

A

Background- center square
Cut 1 - 4 1/2 in. wide strip
Cut 1 squares

D

Background
Cut 1 - 2 ½ wide strip
Cut 1 - 18 in. strip

E

Background- center square
Cut 1 - 5 in. wide strip
Cut 2 squares

ITH

E

C

B

A

C

C

D

Churn Dash

B
E

D

B

Solid Color
Cut 1 - 5 in. wide strip
Cut 2 squares

C

Solid Color
Cut 1 - 2 ½ wide strip
Cut 1 - 18 in. strip

Block Instructions:
1- Sew half square triangles- A+B,
2- Draw a line on the wrong side of the background square from
corner to corner
3- Sew on both sides of the drawn line 1/4”

4 1/2

4 1/2

4 1/2

4 1/2

4- Cut on drawn line and press to the dark
5- Square up to 4 1/2” x 4 1/2”
6- Sew background strip to lighter color strip
7- Cut 4- 4 1/2” wide sections
8- Lay quilt block out and sew into rows
9- Sew rows together
10- Press quilt block and square up if needed
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READING A QUILT PATTERN
BLOCK SIZE 24 INCHES (24.5 INCHES WITH SEAM ALLOWANCES)
Finished size
Un-Finished size
D

D
A

A

D

Flower Basket

A

Name of block

G
D

D
A

F
A

D

F

B

C

C

E

A
G

Cut List:

Letter refers to
placement &
fabric
D 3– 8” X 8”

A 3– 8” X 8”
E 2– 7” X 7”
B 2– 7” X 7”
F 4– 4” X 4”
C 4– 4” X 4”
G 8– 3 1/2” X 6 1/2”

Cut in half diagonally- corner to corner once
Cut in half diagonally- corner to corner twice

Quilt blocks on point

Stitching line
Cutting line
FQ = fat quarter

Quilt top

FMQ = free motion quilting
WOF = width of fabric
Border

BOM = block of the month

Quilt block

OP = orphan project

Sashing
Corner stone or
block
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UFO = unfinished object
WIP = work in progress
WST = wrong sides together

BASIC QUILTING SUPPLIES
These are some of the basics you’ll need for quilting. I’m sure you’ll be adding more
to your ‘need’ list, but this is a great place to start!
To get started with quilting, you don’t need all the specialty rulers, scissors, notions.
Start off with the basics and build from there.

Rotary Cutter

Thread - Cotton

Ruler

Cutting Mat

Seam Ripper

Square up ruler

Clover Wonder
Clips
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Pins

QUICK START GUIDE FOR QUILTING
> DO NOT PRINT THIS PAGE- CLICK ON IMAGES & LINKS FOR MORE INFO <

COMMUNITY OF QUILTERS SEWING TOGETHER

FREE QUILT TUTORIALS
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